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The far infrared~FIR! spectra of various isotopic species of ethanol~-h6 , -d1 , and -d3! are analyzed
from MP4~~SDQT! ab initio calculations using models in one and two dimensions. From the
calculated frequencies and intensities, previous assignments of ethanol-h6 and -d1 bands are
reviewed. The position of several combination bands are predicted. Ethanol shows two conformers,
transandgauche, and two interacting torsional modes. The torsional barriers have been calculated
to be V3

~trans!51226.7 cm21, V3
~gauche!51296.3 cm21, VOH(a562°)5404.1 cm21, and VOH(a

5180°)5423.3 cm21. The flexible models in one and two dimensions yields the same OH torsional
frequencies, whereas they differ in the methyl group state calculations. The fundamental bands of
the ethanol-h6 have been evaluated at 205.5 cm21 ~OH torsion! and 257.0 cm21 ~CH3 torsion! and
their corresponding intensities to be 18.65031024 and 0.66231024. © 2000 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!51613-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ethanol is a well known molecule of chemical and a
trophysical interest. Relatively large proportions of the is
lated molecule have been detected in the interstellar clo
The vibrational and rotational spectra have been recorde
gas phase, in nitrogen and argon matrices, and in conde
phases.1–24

Several effects that display special concern make it
ficult for the far infrared~FIR! spectra interpretation. Two
interacting torsional modes lay below 300 cm21 and confer
nonrigidity to the molecule. At relatively high pressures, e
anol has the tendency of forming dimers and polymers w
additional bands arising from the hydrogen bonds, which
be detected in an argon matrix.4,16,19 They lay below 200
cm21 close to the torsions making the assignments ardu
Their rigorous analysis is of interest for knowledge of t
properties of the condensed phases of ethanol,17 because
large isotopic effects for the excess contributions to the s
cific heat of the disordered phases have clear correlates in
low-frequencies spectra. The crystal packing shows hyd
gen bonding where the molecules are linked forming infin
chains.17

At the electronic ground state, ethanol shows two sta
conformers,trans and cis–gauchethat are almost isoener
getic and interconvert by the torsion of the hydrox
group.25–27 The three OH minima and the three equivale
ones of the methyl internal rotation design ‘‘an egg bo

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
imtls2c@pinar2.csic.es
5800021-9606/2000/112(13)/5809/11/$17.00
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potential energy surface with nine minima that are alm
equivalent and separated by relatively low barriers. As a
sult, each vibrational level splits onto nine subcompone
Both torsional motions are perpendicular vibrations and p
vide type-c IR bands with prominentQ-branches.

Recently, Durig and Larssen11 have analyzed the tor
sional spectra using two different one-dimensional mod
for each torsional mode. They have consider the two torsi
as independent. From the experimental fundamental frequ
cies and overtones, they calculated the torsional barrier
be 402.8 cm21 ~trans–gauche!, 364.3 cm21 ~gauche–trans!,
399.1 cm21 ~gauche–gauche!, 1185 cm21 ~methyl group
barrier at the trans-conformer!, and 1251 cm21 ~methyl
group barrier at thegauche-conformer!. The energy differ-
ence between the two conformers has been determined t
45 cm21 from the infrared data11 which is in a good agree
ment with the value of 39.2 cm21 obtained from the milli-
meter wave-spectrum.13 All the potential parameters in Ref
11 are calculated assuming that both vibrational modes w
independent.

However, recently, we have performed a harmo
analysis of the monomers and dimers of ethanol where
two internal coordinates seem to interact strongly.24 The nu-
merical results for both torsional modes are not accepta
for a proper spectra assignments, nevertheless it is evi
that the coupling between them is stronger that found
similar molecules. Two normal vibrations appear at 30
cm21 and 250.4 cm21 and represent a mixture of the tw
torsional internal coordinates. The weight of each coordin
in the normal mode fluctuates between 40% and 60%.
il:
9 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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5810 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 13, 1 April 2000 Senent et al.
contribution of the methyl to the mode at 250.4 cm21 is
slightly larger than that of the OH torsion, whereas it
smaller for the mode at 305.5 cm21. This study has been
done with a model for semirigid molecules which represe
a more suitable first approximation for the methyl torsi
than for the OH one taking into account the barriers heig
In order to clarify how strong these dependencies are a
orous study is necessary in a two-dimensional model
nonrigid molecules to be able to describe the interacti
between torsional coordinates and torsional motions h
dered by low barriers.28,29

In this paper, we analyze the FIR spectrum of seve
isotopic species of ethanol, CH3CH2OH ~ethanol-h6!,
CH3CH2OD ~ethanol-d1!, and CD3CH2OH ~ethanol-d3!, us-
ing ab initio calculations with full optimization of the geom
etry. As they contribute to the analysis, the levels
CD3CD2OD ~ethanol-d6! and CH3CD2OH ~ethanol-d2! are
also evaluated. The torsional levels are determined variat
ally with one-dimensional and two-dimensional models
sults of which are compared. From the dipole moment va
tion, the absolute intensities of the bands are determined.
discuss previous assignments from the determination of
intensities of the bands.

II. THEORY

In this paper, the two torsional modes of ethanol a
considered independently from the remaining coordina
The roto-vibrational Hamiltonian, which is written as th
sum of three terms,29

H5HV1H rot1HVR ~1!

is specified in terms of internal coordinates.HV , H rot , and
HVR are the vibrational~torsional! Hamiltonian, the pure ro-
tational Hamiltonian and the roto-torsional operators. T
two variablesu and a are defined as functions of the tw
dihedral angles HOC2C1 and HC1C2O ~u5180°, ,HC1C2O
and a5180°, HOC2C1!. For J50, the roto-vibrational op-
erator coincides toHV that can be written as

Ĥvib52S ]

]u DB11S ]

]u D2S ]

]u DB12S ]

]a D
2S ]

]a DB12S ]

]u D2S ]

]a DB22S ]

]a D
1V8~u,a!1V~u,a!, ~2!

whereV represents the potential energy surface andV8 is the
pseudopotential given by

V85
1

4 (
k51

2

(
151

2 F S ]

]qk
DBk1S ] ln g

]q1
D2S ] ln g

]qk
D

3Bk1S ]

]q1
D G1

1

16(
k51

2

(
151

2 S ] ln g

]qk
D

3Bk1S ] ln g

]q1
D ~q15u, q25a!. ~3!

In these equations,g is the determinant of theG21

matrix.29 B11, B22, andB12 are the methyl torsion, hydroxy
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torsion, and torsion–torsion interactions kinetic energy
rameters. In cm21, they coincide to the torsional elemen
g44 and g55 and g45 of the G matrix @B115(\2/2)g44, B22

5(\2/2)g55, and B125(\2/2)g45] ~15methyl torsion, 2
5hydroxyl torsion!. The definitions are specified in Ref. 29

As a flexible model is employed, the 3N-8 remaining
coordinates are allowed to be relaxed during the variation
u anda. They can be expressed as functions of the indep
dent coordinates,

qj5 f ~q1 ,...,qn! j 5n11,n12,....,3N26. ~4!

The trial function employed for the variational calcul
tions of the torsional levels, are solutions of the free ro
~for the one-dimensional calculations! or solutions of the
double free rotor~for the two-dimensional calculation!.

The intensities of the transition between thei andj states
are determined with the equation,30

I 5
q

3R2e2B
v~Pj2Pi !^C i umguC j&

2 g5x,y,z, ~5!

wherei and j represent two connected states.R is the radius
of the rotor, B5(B113B22)

1/2, mg are the dipole momen
components, andPK represents the Bolzmann population.v
is the frequency andq is the nuclear statistical weight.

III. SYMMETRY

The most stable structure of ethanol may be classi
according to theCs symmetry point group and theG6 full-
non-rigid group which is identical to the restricted-non-rigi
group. The character table is shown in Appendix A. T
group is defined by the semidirect product,31,32

G65C3
I `VI , ~6!

The two subgroupsC andVI contain the operations,

C3
I 5E1C31C3

2, VI5E1VI , ~7!

whereE andC3 are the identity and the threefold rotation.V
is the double switch operator,

V f~u,a!5 f ~2u,2a!. ~8!

The Hamiltonian has to be totally symmetric, therefo
the analytic form for the potential and the pseudopoten
may be the symmetry adapted Fourier series,

V~u,a!5 (
N50

(
L50

~ANL
cc cos 3Nu cosLa

1ANL
ss sin 3Nu sinLa! ~9!

formally identical equations may be employed forB11, B22,
B12, V8, andgi j ~i j 511, 22, 33, 12, 14, 15, 24, and 25!. For
gi j ~i j 513, 23, 16, and 26! the analytic form can be

gi j ~u,a!5 (
N50

(
L50

~ANL
cs cos 3Nu sinLa

1ANL
sc sin 3Nu cosLa!. ~10!

Appendix B shows the symmetry eigenvectors whi
can be obtained by applying the projection operator on
trial function to be employed in the variational calculation
icense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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5811J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 13, 1 April 2000 Far infrared spectra of ethanol
In the case of ethanol, the statistical weights are 2:1
the A and E representations for the species ethanol a
ethanol-d1 , and it is 11:8 forA andE for ethanol-d3 .33 For
the nondegenerate representations of the three isotopic
eties, q is taken equal to 1, 1, and 0.815. For theE the

FIG. 1. The two-conformers of ethanol,trans, andgauche.

TABLE I. Structural parameters of the two ethanol conformers.a

trans-ethanol gauche-ethanol

C1C2 1.504094 1.509682
O3C2 1.418899 1.417911
H4C1 1.085082 1.085973
H5C1 1.084138 1.086756
H6C1 1.084138 1.084207
H7C2 1.089328 1.089538
H8C2 1.089328 1.083750
H9O3 0.958892 0.959632
O3C2C1 107.352 112.438
H4C1C2 110.613 110.837
H5C1C2 110.079 110.662
H6C1C2 110.079 110.169
H7C2C1 109.911 110.238
H8C2C1 109.911 110.186
H9O3C2 107.953 107.318
H4C1C2O3 180.000 177.050
H5C1C2H4 120.023 119.672
H6C1C2H4 2120.023 2120.524
H7C2C1O3 120.694 124.352
H8C2C1O3 2120.694 2117.188

aDistances are in Å, and angles are in deg.
Downloaded 25 Jan 2013 to 161.111.22.141. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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weights are multiplied by two andq is taken equal to 1, 1
and 1.186.

IV. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The potential energy surface and the kinetic parame
of the Hamiltonian have been determined fromab initio cal-
culations performed with theGAUSSIAN 94 program.34 The
calculations have been achieved with the Dunning corre
tion consistent triple zeta basis set35 and the Mo¨ller–Plesset

TABLE II. Kinetic and potential parameters of the two ethanol conformea

trans-ethanol gauche-ethanol

a 0.000 120.159
A 1.181 084 22 1.183 049 81
B 0.318 538 34 0.303 866 95
C 0.276 577 76 0.270 082 29
k 20.911 332 2 20.928 630 4
B11 6.584 595 78 6.666 125 08
B22 22.190 549 74 21.967 410 39
B12 0.292 296 22 20.152 857 81
V8 0.145 033 84 20.108 383 44

V3
(trans) 1226.7 V3

(gauche) 1296.3
VOH(a562°) 404.1 DH 18.8
VOH(a5180°) 423.3

aRotational constants,A, B, and C, torsional kinetic parametersBii , the
barriers, and the pseudopotentialV8 are in cm21.

TABLE III. Relative energiesa ~in cm21! of the selected conformations cor
responding tou ~methyl torsion! anda ~OH torsion!.

u a E u a E

E(u,a)
0 0 0.000b 0 180 442.075

90 0 617.246 90 180 1138.094
180 0 1226.712 180 180 1896.186

0 30 193.160 0 150 225.183
90 30 890.343 90 150 985.274

180 30 1438.210 180 150 1632.483
290 30 752.662 290 150 841.340

0 60 412.744 0 120 25.619
90 60 1154.039 90 120 803.580

180 60 1669.368 180 120 1328.506
290 60 939.656 290 120 556.223

0 90 230.609
90 90 989.155

180 90 1478.1155
290 90 726.749

E(u)
trans-ethanol gauche-ethanol

0 0.0 0.000b 0 120.6 25.553
90 24.7 610.708 90 119.4 803.810

180 0.0 1226.712 180 115.2 1321.821
290 4.7 610.708 290 116.5 552.663

E(a)
0.0 0 0.000b 2.9 120 18.789
2.5 30 188.535 1.3 150 224.362
3.5 60 403.557 0.0 180 442.075
3.8 90 219.306

aCalculated with MP4~SDQT!/cc-pVTZ.
bE52154.843 465 a.u.
icense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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perturbation theory up to the four order~MP4!. All the elec-
trons have been correlated incorporating double, triples
quartic substitutions~MP4~SDQT, full!!. The geometry has
been fully optimized at the MP2~full !/cc-pVTZ level. The
convergence criteria of the gradient has been taken equ
1026. A basis set containing diffuse functions has been e
ployed for the computations of the electric properties.

The kinetic parameters have been computed from
optimized geometries with theKNP.F program.36 The band
positions and the intensities have been calculated with
programsUNADIM .f and BIDIM .f that incorporate symmetry
conditions.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the electronic ground state, ethanol exhibits one c
former transat a50° and a double minimumcis–gaucheat
120.159° and2120.159°~see Fig. 1!. They may be classified
in the Cs , C1 , and C1 point groups. Table I shows th
MP2~full !/cc-pVTZ structural parameters. In accordan

FIG. 2. The one-dimensional potential energy surface of ethanol as a f
tion of the methyl torsional coordinate.

FIG. 3. The one-dimensional potential energy surface of ethanol as a f
tion of the hydroxyl torsional coordinate.
Downloaded 25 Jan 2013 to 161.111.22.141. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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with the microwave measurements,5 the bending angle
O3C2C1 is the internal coordinate that displays the ma
OH internal rotation dependence. It shifted approximately
during the torsion~from 107.352° in thetrans conformer to
112.438° in thegauchegeometries!. With the OH internal
rotation, the methyl group loses theC3v symmetry and the
central bond C1C2 increases from 1.504 094 Å~trans! up to
1.509 682 Å~gauche! for minimizing the steric interactions

Table II shows the vibrational kinetic parameters, t
internal rotational barriers and potential parameters, and
rotational constants at the minima. The energy differen
between the conformers (DH) has been calculated to be 18
cm21, which is of an order of magnitude of the experimen
data reported~41.2 cm21 in Ref. 8; 39.2 cm21 in Ref. 13, and
45 cm21 in Ref. 11!. As follows from experiments, thetrans-
conformer calculated with cc-pVTZ appears as the m
stable geometry. Thetrans-conformer is prolate (k
520.928 630 4). The MP2~full !/cc-pVTZ rotational con-
stants for the trans-conformation are 1.181 084 22
0.318 538 834, and 0.276 577 77 cm21 and those of the
gauche-conformations are 1.183 049 81, 0.303 866 95, a
0.270 082 29 cm21. All these structural data can be compar
with the previous results performed with a shorter basis se24

Calculations achieved with a modest basis set invert
relative order of stabilities of the minima.25 The current work
was started using smaller basis set as cc-pVDZ and Aug
pVDZ. Although, it is unnecessary to detail the initial r
sults, it may be remarked that the shortest basis set cc-pV
gives erroneously thegauche-conformer as the most stabl
geometry. It is well known that the cc-pVDZ basis set co
tains a large intramolecular superposition error.37

The methyl torsion barrierV3
trans and V3

gauchehave been
evaluated to be 1226.7 cm21 and 1296.3 cm21 with
MP4~SDQT, full!/cc-pVTZ/MP2~full !/cc-pVTZ, whereas the
experimental values obtained in one dimension11 are 1185
616 and 125162 cm21. The calculated hydroxyl torsion
trans–gaucheand gauche–gauchebarriers are placed ata
562° anda5180°, and their heights are 404.1 cm21 and
423.3 cm21, respectively. The FIR experimental measur
carry the effect of the isotopic substitution, that is ignored
the ab initio calculations. They yield values of 402.860.1
for the trans–gauche, 364.360.1 for thegauche–trans and
399.160.2 cm21 for thegauche–gauchebarriers for ethanol-

c-

c-

FIG. 4. The two-dimensional potential energy surface of ethanol.
icense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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h6 .11 It has to be remarked that the calculated and exp
mental trans–gauchebarrier are in a very good agreemen
The calculatedV3

(trans) andV3
(gauche) are overestimated.

As we wanted to evaluate the importance of the vib
tional interactions between the two torsion modes, res
obtained in one~1D! and two dimensions~2D!, are com-
pared. The 1D and 2D potential energy surfaces have b
evaluated by fitting the energies of Table III.E(u,a) are the
two-dimensional energies. They have been calculated
freezing two coordinates during the optimization of the g
ometry whereas the one-dimensional energies,E(u) and
E(a), have been evaluated by frozing only one variable.
this reason, the 1D and 2D selected conformations are
equivalent.

Our experience shows that the third and four order of

TABLE IV. Comparison between the nondegenerate energy levels
ethanol-h6 , calculated in one and two dimensions.

v v8 Symmetry

1D 2D

OH CH3 Fac1 Expt.~Ref. 11!

0 0 A1 0.0 0.0 0.0 51.2 0.0
0 0¿ A1 25.5 18.8 25.5 42.3
0 0À A2 28.5 18.8 28.5 42.1
0 1 A2 205.8 205.5 32.2 202.6
0 1¿ A1 232.9 233.0 26.1
0 1À A2 279.2 278.3 34.4
0 2 A1 351.4 352.8 21.8
0 2À A2 469.2 470.2 19.9
0 2¿ A1 470.0 473.2 24.9
1 0 A2 252.4 257.0 69.1 244.4
1 0À A2 283.6 294.4 59.5
1 0¿ A1 283.6 294.6 66.8
2 0 A1 484.6 499.2 73.9 475.6
2 0¿ A1 529.0 532.1 67.4
2 0À A2 529.0 541.8 75.6
1 1 A1 456.5 54.8
1 1À A2 497.4 49.3
1 1¿ A1 550.7 56.9
n
n
-
on

Downloaded 25 Jan 2013 to 161.111.22.141. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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Möller–Plesset calculations do not significantly improve t
MP2 geometries, and the energies have been determine
the MP4~SDQT,full! level, whereas the geometries were o
timized with MP2~full !/cc-pVTZ. The two-dimensional po
tential energy surface,V(u,a), was obtained with a leas
square fitting to Eq.~9! with the E(u,a) energies of 26
nuclear conformations selected using symmetry criteria.
is well known, the methyl group loses its ‘‘staticC3v sym-
metry’’ at the nonplanar conformations during the relaxati
process, although the ‘‘dynamical symmetry’’ is preserve
In order to elude the static-dynamic symmetry dilemma
calculations have been performed foru50°, 90°, 180° and
290°.38 The hydroxyl torsion coordinate has been taken
be equal toa50°, 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 150°, and 180°. Th
reference structure (u,a)5(0°,0°) is thetrans-ethanol with
the methyl group antieclipsed.

Three different one-dimensional surfaces may be de
mined. Vtrans(u) and Vgauche(u) restrict the motion of the
methyl group while the OH remains at thetrans or gauche
positions~see Fig. 2!. V(a) hinders the hydroxyl group mo
tion. In this case, the methyl group remains at the ene
minimum ~see Fig. 3!. The three functions obtained with
least square fitting of the one-dimensional energies of Ta
III, are

V~a!5212.598219.894 cos~a!20.996 cos~2a!

2201.935 cos~3a!17.574 cos~4a!

10.791 cos~5a!11.863 cos~6a!, ~11!

V~ trans!~u!5612.0322613.356 cos~3u!

11.324 cos~6u!, ~12!

V~gauche!~u!5675.9622648.134 cos~3u!

2125.573 sin~3u!22.275 cos~6u!. ~13!

The two-dimensional potential energy surface is given
Fig. 4 and the corresponding function is

f

V~u,a!5867.1142649.982 cos~3u!10.917 cos~6u!258.396 cos~a!112.296 cos~2a!2211.549 cos~3a!

13.180 cos~4a!10.769 cos~5a!11.841 cos~6a!146.224 cos~3u!cos~a!223.221 cos~3u!cos~2a!

111.239 cos~3u!cos~3a!13.002 cos~3u!cos~4a!20.613 cos~3u!cos~5a!20.005 cos~3u!cos~6a!

2133.849 sin~3u!sin~a!15.662 sin~3u!sin~2a!23.201 sin~3u!sin~3a!23.857 sin~3u!sin~4a!

20.556 sin~3u!sin~5a!26.244 cos~6u!cos~a!14.380 cos~6u!cos~2a!22.425 cos~6u!cos~3a!

11.566 cos~6u!cos~4a!. ~14!
d in

yl

il-
The least square fit of theab initio energies~Table III!
produces a surface containing 23 terms. The descriptio
the CH3 and the OH torsion requires two and five indepe
dent terms at least. The sinx sin products arise from the en
ergy differences between pairs of nonplanar conformati
of
-

s

where the torsional groups are rotated in the same an
different senses. We usually call ‘‘gearing’’ to this effect.28

The cosx cos terms appear from the variation of the meth
barriers with the hydroxyl torsion.

The kinetic parameters of the roto-vibrational Ham
icense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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tonian have been determined with theKNP.F program.35 For
this purpose, the internal coordinates have been fitted to
adapted symmetry Fourier series to obtain the relations
tween the dependent and independent coordinates@Eq. ~4!#.
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Table II shows the vibrational parametersB11, B22, B12,
and V8 of the two conformers. The values for each confo
mation have been fitted to a completely symmetric perio
function. For ethanol-h6 the resulting surfaces are@Eq. ~15!#
B1~u,a!56.548220.0845 cos~3u!10.2147 cos~6u!20.0999 cos~a!10.0307 cos~2a!10.0061 cos~3a!

20.0190 cos~4a!10.0151 cos~5a!20.0092 cos~6a!10.0250 cos~3u!cos~a!20.0723 cos~3u!cos~2a!

10.0134 cos~3u!cos~3a!10.0104 cos~3u!cos~4a!20.0103 cos~3u!cos~5a!10.0068 cos~3u!cos~6a!

20.0019 sin~3u!sin~a!10.0264 sin~3u!sin~2a!10.0001 sin~3u!sin~3a!20.0055 sin~3u!sin~4a!

10.0070 sin~3u!sin~5a!20.0087 cos~6u!cos~a!10.0688 cos~6u!cos~2a!10.0083 cos~6u!cos~3a!

10.0153 cos~6u!cos~4a!,

B2~u,a!522.754020.0545 cos~3u!20.0128 cos~6u!21.0846 cos~a!10.3763 cos~2a!20.1528 cos~3a!

10.1375 cos~4a!10.1222 cos~5a!20.0577 cos~6a!10.0535 cos0~3u!cos~a!10.0577 cos~3u!cos~2a!

20.0605 cos~3u!cos~3a!10.0188 cos~3u!cos~4a!20.0514 cos~3u!cos~5a!10.0022 cos~3u!cos~6a!

20.0138 sin~3u!sin~a!20.0671 sin~3u!sin~2a!10.0858 sin~3u!sin~3a!10.0166 sin~3u!sin~4a!

10.0867 sin~3u!sin~5a!20.0319 cos~6u!cos~a!10.0471 cos~6u!cos~2a!10.0126 cos~6u!cos~3a!

10.0038 cos~6u!cos~4a!,

B12~u,a!520.884220.0665 cos~3u!20.0158 cos~6u!11.2769 cos~a!20.1462 cos~2a!0.0306 cos~3a!

10.0432 cos~4a!20.0315 cos~5a!10.0180 cos~6a!10.0101 cos~3u!cos~a!10.0640 cos~3u!cos~2a!

20.0256 cos~3u!cos~3a!20.0281 cos~3u!cos~4a!10.0026 cos~3u!cos~5a!20.0104 cos~3u!cos~6a!

10.1253 sin~3u!sin~a!20.1104 sin~3u!sin~2a!20.0616sin~3u!sin~3a!10.0280 sin~3u!sin~4a!

20.0081 sin~3u!sin~5a!10.0148 cos~6u!cos~a!10.1129 cos~6u!cos~2a!20.0096 cos~6u!cos~3a!

20.0017 cos~6u!cos~4a!. ~15!
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We omitted the inclusion of the pseudopotential functi
V8(u,a), the order of magnitude of which is 1 cm21, and
will produce a very small improvement on the torsional le
els. The relations@Eq. ~4!# between dependent and indepe
dent coordinates and the equations which defined the C
sian coordinates as functions of the internal coordinates,
also omitted.

VI. ASSIGNMENTS

Table IV shows the nondegenerate energy levelsAi of
ethanol-h6 calculated variationally in one 1D and two dime
sions ~2D!. They are labeled using the vibrational quan
numbers~v andv8! and the irreducible representations of t
nonrigid group of ethanol. The 2D levels have been de
mined solving the Hamiltonian of Eq.~2!. The 1D Hamil-
tonian operators are defined in Ref. 29. As a consequenc
the double minima, eachgauchelevel splits in two subcom-
ponents labeled asv81 andv82, v8 represents atrans-level.
The methyl barrier produces the splitting of each subcom
nent in three microstates, one nondegenerateAi and two de-
-
-
te-
re

r-

of

-

generateEi which energy difference is inappreciable. As r
sult, nine microstates corresponding to the nine poten
energy wells appear on the surface.

The torsional energies of the isotopic spec
CH3CH2OD ~ethanol-d1!, CD3CH2OH ~ethanol-d3!,
CD3CD2OD ~ethanol-d6!, and CH3CD2OH ~ethanol-d2! have
been also calculated~Table V!, although, only infrared ex-
perimental data are available for ethanol-d1 . The evaluation
of the levels of the remaining species, especially ethanol-d3 ,
may help the assignments.

The two modes interact strongly making difficult th
classification of the energy levels determined variationa
For this reason, two properties have been calculated for
beling the torsional states; the expectation values of the o
dimensional Hamiltonian operators on the two-dimensio
torsional functions and the probability integrals in the pote
tial energy wells.

The expectation values permit the assignment of the
ergies to each torsional mode. They are calculated with
equations,
icense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE V. Calculated energy levels of isotopic species of ethanol~in cm21!.

v v8 Symmetry CH3CH2OD CD3CH2OH CD3CD2OD CH3CD2OH

0 0 A1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 01 A1 25.0 24.4 23.1 25.1
0 02 A2 25.4 27.4 23.5 28.0
0 1 A2 171.4 214.4 168.7 205.4
0 11 A1 200.6 224.5 194.5 232.8
0 12 A2 209.2 279.2 201.5 277.0
0 2 A1 297.9 349.8 294.7 351.6
0 22 A2 352.0 468.8 345.5 467.4
0 21 A1 349.0 468.2 342.1 469.6
1 0 A2 255.7 189.4 193.5 253.1
1 02 A2 290.4 230.1 226.4 289.1
1 01 A1 290.4 240.4 225.7 290.1
2 0 A1 492.7 375.8 379.4 491.6
2 01 A1 537.4 426.7 421.0 527.0
2 02 A2 537.1 420.0 418.3 533.3
1 1 A1 427.0 413.1 358.4 453.0
1 12 A2 466.8 442.6 389.0 493.2
1 11 A1 471.3 485.0 395.1 541.8
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^Hi&5^fnuHi ufn& i 51,2,
~16!

Hi52Bii
0 1V~ i ,0!1V8~ i ,0!,

whereBi represents the parametersB11 or B22. f i are the 2D
torsional functions. The factor,

fac15
100̂ H1&

^H1&1^H2&
~17!

is a measure~%! of the methyl torsion~mode number 1! in
each of the two-dimensional calculations. If Fac1.60 and
Fac1,40, the levels are assigned to the methyl and hydro
torsion, respectively. Levels with Fac1.50% are considered
combination states.

The levels are classified astrans or gauchestates by
solving the probability integrals around the potential ene
surface wells,

E
g2Dg

g1Dg

F i* F idg g5u,a. ~18!

In ethanol-h6 , the 2D zero vibrational~253.8 cm21!
splits into three subcomponents at 0.0, 25.5, and 28.5 cm21.
The energy difference betweengauchecomponents, (vv8)
5(001) and (v v8)5(002), has been calculated to be 3.01
cm21 with the one-dimensional model and to be 3.008 cm21

in two dimensions~Table IV!. For ethanol-d1 and ethanol-
d3 , it was found to be 0.476 cm21 and 2.96 cm21, respec-
tively. Experimentally, the values are 3.227 cm21 ~hydroge-
nated! and 0.570 cm21 ~deuterated!.11 As V3 is three times
higher than the hydroxyl barriers, the splitting arising fro
the methyl torsion is very small. In the ethanol-h6 vibrational
ground state, the energy differences among methyl torsio
components are of an order of magnitude of 1023 cm21.
When (vv8)5(2,0), they increase up to 1022 cm21. As was
expected, the size of the splittings is lower in the deutera
species.

It has to be remarked that the hydroxyl torsion beha
as an independent coordinate, whereas the methyl torsio
affected by the interactions. For example, the OH torsio
nloaded 25 Jan 2013 to 161.111.22.141. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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levels ~00!, ~01!, and ~02! have been calculated to be 0.
205.5, and 352.8 cm21 in two dimensions, and to be 0.0
205.8, and 351.4 cm21 in one dimension. The values for th
CH3 torsion are not so accurate. An inconsistency appe
from the flexible models employed in which the neglect
vibrations are partially considered; the OH torsion seems
be independent on the CH3 one, whereas the methyl torsio
seems to be dependent on the OH one. To understand
the two modes have to be considered as interacting. In
1D calculations the second torsional mode is not absolu
neglected. Flexible models are more or less accurate dep
ing on the interactions strength they have with the other a
plitude modes. In ethanol, they appear to be optimal for
OH torsion because the differences between calculated
experimental values are small for the hydroxyl grou
whereas the deformation coordinates of the methyl gro
appear to be poorly described.

The comparison of isotopic species levels clarifies

FIG. 5. The variation of the dipole moment and the atomic charges with
hydroxyl torsional coordinate.
icense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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assignments~Table V!. The deuteration of the – CH2–group
imparts the largest effects on the CH3 levels, which shows
the dependencies of the methyl group torsion on other vib
tions ~Table V!. The two fundamentals displace to 168.7 a
193.5 cm21 when the molecule is fully deuterated. They a
found at 205.4 and 253.1 cm21 for ethanol-d2 . The corre-
sponding values for ethanol-h6 are 205.4 cm21 ~OH torsion!
and 257.0 cm21 ~methyl torsion!.

The prominentQ branches observed in the experimen
t
th
O
ig
m

gt

to
io
a

ve
s
c
r
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spectra11 correspond to type-c bands. Their intensities d
pend on the variation of the out-of-plane dipole mome
component. For this reason, the dipole moments along thC
principal axis of each selected conformation, have been fi
to symmetry adapted periodic series. The ‘‘in-plane’’ma ,
andmb components transform as the totally symmetric re
resentationA1 and the ‘‘out-of-plane’’mc transforms as the
antisymmetric nondegenerateA2 . The analytic form of
mc(u,a) is,
mc~u,a!520.012 742 sin~3u!11.480 681 sin~a!10.064 699 sin~2a!20.039 283 sin~3a!20.002 75 sin~4a!

10.003 285 sin~5a!20.002 412 cos~3u!sin~a!20.001 357 cos~3u!sin~2a!20.001 350 cos~3u!sin~3a!

10.009 192 sin~3u!cos~2a!10.008 333 sin~3u!cos~3a!10.007 992 sin~3u! cos~4a!

10.008 352 sin~3u!cos~5a!10.004 108 sin~3u!cos~6a!. ~19!
te
ntal

of

not
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6,
As is evident, thec-component of the dipole momen
depends strongly on the hydroxyl torsion and slightly on
methyl torsional coordinate. It may be expected that the
internal rotation transitions yield the largest intensities. F
ure 5 shows the dipole moment and the absolute ato
charges variations with respect toa.

Intensities are determined with the oscillator stren
equation@Eq. ~5!#. Tables VI, VII, and VIII show the fre-
quencies and intensities of the most prominent methyl
sional bands, hydroxyl torsional bands, and combinat
bands. Bold characters are employed for the most signific
transitions. The largest intensities correspond to the le
with low Fac1 factors@Eq. ~17!#. The experimental value
shown on the tables are from Ref. 11. The parentheses
respond to assignments suggested in the present paper fo
e
H
-
ic

h

r-
n
nt
ls

or-
the

first time. The calculations allow us to predict approxima
band locations where the background of the experime
spectra shows protuberances.

Finally, we study independently the spectra
ethanol-h6 , ethanol-d1 , and ethanol-d3 . It has to be pon-
dered that the accuracy of the potential energy surface is
uniform. The credibility of the calculations is optimally clos
to the trans well and decreases in thegaucheone. In addi-
tion, the calculated OH torsional levels are more accur
than the methyl torsion energies because the methyl rota
barriers are overestimated.

A. Ethanol- h 6

On the basis of previous measurements,4,6,7 Durig and
Larssen11 have assigned theQ branches observed at 202.
TABLE VI. Methyl torsional frequencies~in cm21! and absolute intensities of the ethanol isotopes.

vv→v8v8 Sym.

CH3CH2OH CH3CH2OD CH3CH2OH

Freq. Int(1024) Obs. Freq. Int(1024) Obs. Freq. Int(1024)

trans→trans
00→10 A1→A2 257.0 0.662 244.4 255.7 0.246 244.3 189.4 5.117

E→E 257.0 0.662 255.7 0.246 189.4 7.441
10→20 A2→A1 242.2 0.954 231.1 236.9 0.203 231.0 186.4 0.340

E→E 242.2 0.954 236.9 0.203 186.4 0.494

gauche→gauche
001→102 A1→A2 268.9 1.342 265.5 0.159 205.6 0.033

E→E 268.9 1.342 265.5 0.159 205.6 0.047
002→101 A2→A1 266.1 0.182 265.5 0.061 213.1 0.384

E→E 266.1 0.182 265.5 0.061 213.1 0.567
102→201 A2→A1 237.7 0.235 246.7 0.098 196.6 0.006

E→E 237.7 0.235 246.7 0.098 196.6 0.008
101→202 A1→A2 247.3 0.126 246.9 0.067 179.6 0.314

E→E 247.6 0.126 246.9 0.067 179.6 0.456

trans→gauche
10→201 A2→A1 275.1 0.437 281.7 0.001 237.2 1.011
1021→20 A2→A1 204.9 0.124 202.2 0.004 145.7 0.006
00→102 A1→A2 294.4 0.334 290.4 0.002 230.1 1.960
001→10 A1→A2 231.5 0.334 230.8 0.003 165.0 0.003
icense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE VII. Hydroxyl torsional frequencies~in cm21! and absolute intensities of the ethanol isotopes.

vv→v8v8 Sym.

CH3CH2OH CH3CH2OD CD3CH2OH

Freq. Int(1024) Obs. Freq. Int(1024) Obs. Freq. Int(1024)

trans→trans
00→01 A1→A2 205.5 18.650 202.6 171.4 12.873 169.3 214.5 11.509

E→E 205.5 18.650 171.4 12.873 214.5 16.733
10→02 A2→A1 147.3 7.692 ~152! 126.4 5.796 ~125! 135.3 3.205

E→E 147.3 7.692 126.4 5.796 135.3 4.660

gauche→gauche
001→012 A1→A2 252.8 4.321 243.1 184.2 3.764 175.1 254.8 5.505

E→E 252.8 4.321 184.2 3.764 254.8 8.004
002→011 A2→A1 204.5 7.929 195.8 175.1 4.278 162.6 197.8 3.622

E→E 204.5 7.929 175.1 4.278 197.8 5.266
012→021 A2→A1 194.9 6.410 ~192! 139.8 4.059 ~125! 189.0 7.580

E→E 194.9 6.410 139.8 4.059 189.0 11.021
011→022 A11A2 237.2 0.705 151.5 0.859 244.2 0.139

E→E 237.2 0.705 151.5 0.859 244.2 0.203

trans→gauche
00→011 A2→A1 278.3 3.362 209.2 0.305 279.3 2.681
01→021 A2→A1 267.7 0.747 177.5 1.460 253.7 0.308
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243.1, and 195.8 cm21 to the OH torsional mode, and th
branches at 244.4 cm21 and 231.6 cm21 to the methyl tor-
sion. The band at 243.6 cm21 is supposed to be a hot band.11

As expected, the transitions with the largest calcula
intensities are related to the OH torsional bands where
dipole moment variation is significant. The most proba
transitions are thetrans-fundamental calculated to be a
205.5 cm21 (I A518.65031024) and the first sequence de
termined to the 147.3 cm21 (I A57.69231024). As is evi-
dent, the band observed at 202.6 cm21 is the trans-
fundamental in agreement with Ref. 11 results. It can
suggested that the (00→01) frequency can be observed
150 cm21.
nloaded 25 Jan 2013 to 161.111.22.141. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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The gauche fundamentals (001→012) and (002

→011) calculated to be at 252.8 cm21 (I A54.32131024)
and 204 cm21 (I A57.92931024) correspond to the ob
served frequencies of 243.1 and 195.8 cm21, a difference of
10 cm21 between experimental and computed frequenc
around thegaucheminima is evident. It may be inferred tha
the first sequence determined at 194.9 cm21 (I A56.410
31024) is that observed experimentally at 192 cm21. The
remaining OH torsion transitions show low intensities.

The ratio between OH torsional intensities and CH3 tor-
sional intensities is 1:15. The calculated positions of the m
thyl fundamental and the first sequence are 257 cm21 and
242.2 cm21 and the intensitiesI A50.66231024 and 0.954
TABLE VIII. Frequencies~in cm21! and absolute intensities of the combination bands.

vv→v8v8 Sym.

CH3CH2OH CH3CH2OD CD3CH2OH

Freq. Int(1024) Obs. Freq. Int(1024) Obs. Freq. Int(1024)

trans→trans
10→11 A2→A1 251.0 0.268 171.3 3.305 ~169! 223.7 2.145

E→E 251.0 0.268 171.3 3.305 223.7 3.119
01→11 A2→A1 199.5 4.172 ~201! 255.6 0.007 198.7 1.510

E→E 199.5 4.172 255.6 0.007 198.7 2.195

gauche→gauche
101→112 A2→A1 202.8 1.713 ~201! 176.4 0.630 202.3 0.679

E→E 202.8 1.713 176.4 0.630 202.3 0.987
102→111 A2→A1 256.3 0.734 ~190! 180.9 0.864 254.8 2.321

E→E 256.3 0.734 180.9 0.864 254.8 3.375
011→112 A1→A2 266.2 0.192 218.1 1.081

E→E 266.2 0.192 218.1 1.571
012→111 A2→A1 272.4 0.469 262.2 0.002 205.7 0.024

E→E 272.4 0.469 262.2 0.002 205.7 0.036

trans→gauche
102→11 A2→A1 162.1 0.114 136.6 0.003 183.0 0.003
012→11 A2→A1 178.2 0.229 217.8 0.009 133.9 0.003
10→111 A2→A1 215.6 0.041 295.5 0.337
01→111 A2→A1 293.8 0.331 299.9 0.006 270.4 0.160
icense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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31024. As the barrier is overestimated, they may be cor
lated with the bands at 244.4 cm21 and 231.6 cm21 assigned
by Durig and Larssen,11 although theQ branches look quite
intense. From the differences between experimental and
culated results, we inferred that the calculated band at 2
cm21 would be observed at 255 cm21.

Some combination bands~Table VII! show important
intensities. The intensities of (01→11) and (101→112) cal-
culated at 199.5 cm21 and 202.8 cm21 are I A54.172
31024 and 1.71331024. They have to be searched arou
200 cm21. However, theQ branch11 observed at 243.6 cm21

is not a combination of the two torsional modes. It cor
sponds to a transitions connecting exciting levels of one
the 3N-8 neglected modes.

Finally, the calculated spectra show mixed ban
(trans↔gauche) around 270 cm21. They show relatively
large probability because the OH barriers are very low. T
transition (10– 201), that appears at 275.1 cm21 has I A

50.43731024. The frequency of (00– 011) is 278.3 cm21

and the intensity isI A53.36231024 ~see Fig. 6!.

B. Ethanol- d 1

The most intense bands of ethanol-d1 coincide with
those of ethanol-h6 . The prominent (00→01) transition cal-
culated at 171.4 cm21 (I A512.87331024) is the OH funda-
mental one observed at 169.3 cm21. As in the ethanol-h6 the
first sequence calculated at 126.4 cm21 has not been assigne
before and it could be placed around 125 cm21. Thegauche

FIG. 6. The calculated and observed far-infrared spectra of ethanol-h6 . The
observed spectrum is from Ref. 11.
Downloaded 25 Jan 2013 to 161.111.22.141. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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transitions (001→012) and (002→011) laying at 184.2
cm21 (I A53.76431024) and 175.1 cm21 (I A54.278
31024) have been observed at 243.1 and 195.8 cm21. It
could be predicted that (012→021) lies around 125 cm21.

For the methyl torsion~Table VI!, the frequencies calcu
lated to be 255.7 cm21 and 236.9 cm21 are the trans-
fundamental and the first sequence observed at 244.3 c21

and 231.0 cm21. The remaining transitions show low inten
sities. At 171.3 cm21, a combination band (10→11) has
been found laying close to the OH fundamental torsion~see
Fig. 7!.

C. Ethanol- d 3

To our knowledge, there is not experimental informati
available concerning ethanol-d3 . However, we believe tha
the current predicted intensities and frequencies may h
future interpretations on the basis of the isotopic substitut
effects.

The differences in the intensities of the transitions co
necting nondegenerate levels are lower than those of thEi

levels arising form the statistical spin weights. The meth
torsion fundamental appears as a very intense band in c
parison with ethanol-h6 and -d1 . The frequency is 189.4
cm21 and the intensities areI A55.11731024 and I E

57.44131024. The torsional functions of the low energ
levels assigned to the methyl mode show a relatively l
Fac1 factor. The OH torsion contribution on this levels

FIG. 7. The calculated and observed far-infrared spectra of ethanol-d1 . The
observed spectrum is from Ref. 11.
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very large @the factor Fac1 of the level (vv8)5(10) of
ethanol-h6 , ethanol-d1 , and ethanol-d3 are 69.1, 79.1, and
57.6#.

Tables VI, VII, and VII show the predicted spectrum.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The two torsional modes of ethanol interact strong
although the 1D flexible model appears to be power
enough for the determination of the OH frequencies. T
MP4~SDQT! calculations are accurate enough for describ
the OH torsion around thetrans-well. Thegauchelevels and
the methyl torsional levels show errors of an order of m
nitude of 10 cm21.

We confirm previous assignment of Ref. 11 f
ethanol-h6 and ethanol-d1 . In addition, the intensities allow
us to suggest the assignments of several transitions w
positions have been calculated at 152 cm21(10→02) and
192 cm21(012→021) for ethanol-h6 , and 125 cm21(10
→02) and 125 cm21(012→021) for ethanol-d1 . Some
combination bands are calculated around 175 cm21.
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APPENDIX A
Character table of theG6 nonrigid group.

G6 E
C3

21

C3

VC3 ,VC3
21

V Dipole moment

A1 1 1 1 ma,mb

A2 1 1 21 mc

E1 2 21 0

APPENDIX B
Torsional symmetry eigenvectors

1-SymmetryA1 2-SymmetryA2

cos 3Ku cosLa; cos 3Ku sinLa;
sin 3Ku sinLa sin 3Ku cosLa

3-SymmetryE1x 4-SymmetryE1y

cos(3K61)u cosLa; cos(3K61)u sinLa;
sin(3K61)sinLa; sin(3K61)cosLa
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